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Abstract

An iterative predict and match system renders CAD

models to re�ne predictions about detectable features in

both optical and range sensor data� Predicted features

adapt to a scene speci�c interpretation which includes

a time�of�day lighting model and reasoning about un�

modeled occluding surfaces� During rendering� links

between the rendered image and the �D CAD model

are retained to propagate information between object

model� scene and sensors coordinate reference frames�

Precise geometric matching of objects occluded by as

much as ��� is demonstrated�

� Introduction

Unconstrained object recognition in outdoor scenes
is a daunting task� While the human visual system is
adept at recognizing a wide range of objects in such
a scene� for a machine to perform reasonably well an
explicit geometric model of each object being sought is
usually required ���� ���� When detailed CAD models
of objects are available they can provide a rich source
of constraint� Thus object recognition can be viewed
as 	nding evidence in imagery for various model con

straints� Usually model properties are chosen such
that they can easily be found in the data� points �����
lines ���� curves ���� corners ��� or planes ����

Perhaps one of the most bedeviling complications
for model
based recognition arises when one object
partially occludes another� Traditional techniques ei

ther rely on error measures being robust to such oc

clusions ���� ��� �� ���� or associate a likelihood of
	nding each feature based on o�
line appearance anal

ysis ���� ��� ��� ���� In the former case� matching can
be hindered by the lack of support for an occluded fea

ture and continue to examine possibilities even when
the feature will never be found� In the latter case� it
is problematic when the o�
line analysis can not ade

quately capture the variability of complex scenes�

We are taking a di�erent approach to the problem
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of occlusion� When multiple� heterogeneous sensors
are viewing the same scene� it is possible that occlu

sion may be inferred from one sensor and propagated
into another� For our problem� we use both �D color
imagery as well as �D range data� Range data has
the nice property of allowing the clear determination
of when a certain model feature is not visible because
another object is lying in front of it ����� The use
of multiple sensors facilitates the process of reasoning
about why certain model features are not being found
in the data� and allows an adaptive method for re

moving model features as they are determined to be
occluded�

To successfully reason about occlusion� we use
graphic rendering techniques to dynamically predict
CAD features for matching� As the object recogni

tion system gains information about the location of
the object in the world� it modi	es the predicted fea

tures to 	t the current scenario� Thus� more realistic
appearance
based models for a speci	c scene are gen

erated from the �D CAD model� Furthermore� rea

soning about which features to generate takes place in
the CAD models native �D coordinate system� Graph

ics techniques and hardware allow the movement back
and forth between the scene imagery and this coordi

nate system in near real
time�

� Prior Work
Our work incorporates a feature prediction capabil


ity based upon rendering CAD models within an ob

ject recognition system� Hence it draws upon two lit

eratures� object recognition for which there are many
surveys ���� ��� �� and CAD rendering ���� ��� ����
Most CAD
based recognition systems focus upon a
single sensor� For example� models have been used
for matching to �D imagery ���� � ���� �D range
data ��� ��� as well as multi
spectral imagery such as
IR ���� and SAR ����� Typically these CAD systems
rely on either �D or �D model geometry to constrain
object location and appearance ���� ��� ��� �� ����

The more complex task of fusing data from sensors
of di�erent modalities� for instance range and optical�
has also been addressed ���� �� ��� ��� ���� However�
this research area is still young� Fusing information
from di�erent modalities is complicated by many fac




tors� including recovery of sensor alignment and reg

istration ���� Our solution is to use the CAD model
geometry to suggest the proper registration ����

� Overview
By combining basic techniques of computer graph


ics with those of computer vision� it is possible to
build highly robust model
based object recognition al

gorithms which deal properly with occlusion� This pa

per is one of a series presenting di�erent aspects of our
work in multisensor object recognition using repeated
rendering of �D CAD models as part of an iterative
predict and match cycle ���� ��� ���� The emphasis
here is on using evidence from range data to infer
occlusion in range and optical images and adjusting
predicted model features accordingly�

A critical aspect of our work is what we call coreg�
istration� Introducing multiple sensors raises uncer

tainty in the pixel
to
pixel registration between sen

sors as well as the �D pose of the object relative to
the sensors� Consider data from two co
located sen

sors� Through calibration� an initial estimate of the
pixel
to
pixel mapping can be developed� However�
for nearly boresight aligned sensors� tiny rotations of
one sensor relative to another can induce several pixel
translations of one image relative to the other �����
Therefore� to perform robustly despite such minor
variations in image registration� an object recognition
algorithm should re	ne sensor alignment as well as ob

ject pose� It is the combined process of determining
pose and registration that we call coregistration�
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Figure �� Coordinate Systems

In this paper� we will use data from a LADAR range
sensor and a color camera� With two sensors there are
eight degrees of freedom associated with coregistra


tion� six encode the object pose relative to the sensor
suite and two the relative translation of one imaging
plane relative to the other� Figure � shows the co

ordinate systems and transformations associated with
coregistration� Notice that the model provides a link
between the two sensors transformationsMW�R�MW�C

and that the two are not independent�

Figure �� Example Data and Initial Hypothesis

Figure � presents an example recognition problem�
The top row shows a portion of a color image and a
portion of a range image covering roughly the same
part of the scene� The data is from the Fort Carson
Dataset� which contains range� IR and color imagery of
military targets against natural terrain� The imagery
and documentation ��� is available through our website
at http���www�cs�colostate�edu��vision� Sensor
calibration data is available in �����

The bottom row of Figure � shows an initial coreg

istration hypothesis for a speci	c CAD model� The
hypothesized relationship between the model and the
color image is shown as white lines in the color image�
For the range data� a gray
scale rendering of the CAD
model is embedded within a pseudo
colored rendering
of the range image� This initial hypothesis has been
automatically generated by two upstream algorithms
described elsewhere� The 	rst algorithm detects vehi

cles based on their color ����� and the second generates
a vehicle and pose estimate based on the appearance
of the occluding contour in a range image ����� We
will use this example to illustrate how our iterative
predict and match system is able to re	ne the coreg

istration estimate while detecting and accounting for
the partial occlusion of the vehicle by the tree�

The predict and match cycle at the heart of our
coregistration matching system is illustrated in Fig

ure �� The process is initiated with a hypothesized
model and a set of coregistration parameters �as al

ready illustrated in Figure ��� Rendering of the object
is used to predict features expected to be visible in the
range and color imagery and then these features are
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Figure �� Interleaving Prediction and Coregistration

perturbed to test possible re	nements of the vehicle

to
sensor coregistration� If improvements are found�
the cycle repeats with new predicted features�

The rest of this paper reviews the feature prediction
process� emphasizing the original contributions on oc

clusion reasoning� The optimization procedure used
to 	nd a best coregistration estimate and associated
match is described and results on several images with
signi	cant amounts of occlusion are presented� These
results demonstrate how our optimization system con

verges upon an interpretation properly aligning CAD
models to imagery as occluded portions of the model
are obscured by foreground objects�

� Multisensor Feature Prediction
We use on
line rendering techniques to dynamically

alter the set of model features used for matching� Pre

viously we have developed a CAD rendering pack

age ����� as well as an iterative generated and test
algorithm which uses the predicted features and an
error function to accomplish multi
sensor object recog

nition ���� ���� Here we expand on the use of rendering
as a tool for coping with occlusion�

To reason about occlusion� there must be infor

mation available which suggests occlusion is present�
There are two direct sources of such information� a de

tailed site
model from which occlusion can be inferred�
or data from a sensor which indicates relative depth
of surfaces� We take up the latter case� using range
data to explain why certain model features will not be
visible based on evidence of occluding surfaces� The
process of predicting what features of a model will be
visible is described in the following four sections�

��� Linking Model and Sensor Data

The orientation component of the current coregis

tration hypothesis is used to render an image of the
CAD model� When the rendering is performed� each
face in the model is assigned a unique color� After the
model is rendered� the color of the pixel provides an
index into the �D model� and the face inducing that
pixel can easily be determined� Figure � shows the ini

tial rendering created for the hypothesized vehicle in
Figure �� Notice each face in the model has a unique
color distinct from the background� colors are links

which allow visibility information to be propagated
between imagery and model�

To produce object model features that may be
matched to range data� the visible faces are trans

formed into the range sensor coordinate system� Then
a ray casting algorithm mimics the geometry of the
range sensor in order to generate a set of sampled sur

face points� These points also link �D model faces to
range data and provide a basis for inferring occlusion�

Figure �� Initial Rendering

��� Mapping Model to Range Data

The next step is to examine how the ray traced
sampled surface points from the model relate to the
actual range data� A constrained nearest neighbor
algorithm is used to 	nd the data point lying closest
to each model point� The constraint imposed is that
the �D data point� must be adjacent to the projected
model point in the range image plane� This allows
the nearest neighbor search to be performed in O�n�
time as opposed to the unconstrained nearest neighbor
algorithm which takes O�nm� where n is the number
of model points and m is the number of data points�

Once the nearest neighbor is found it can be given
one of three labels� The 	rst label is matched� A
matched point means the range data nearest neigh

bor lies within some threshold � distance of the model
point� The second label is occluded� For this label to
be chosen� the nearest range data point must lie the
threshold distance in front of the model point� The
	nal label is omitted� This label is given if neither of
the other two conditions were meet� and accounts for
unexplained outliers not found due to sensor noise�

Figure � shows the sampled surface generated for
the coregistration estimate� and the label given to
each point� The left image shows the visible faces
transformed into the range coordinate system� The
right image shows the sampled surface with the fol

lowing color coding� black for occluded points� green
for matched and blue for omitted�

�� meters in this work



Figure �� Model Sampled Surface

��� Inferring Occlusion

The �D sampled range points can be transformed
back into the �D model coordinate system using the
inverse transformation of the current coregistration es

timate� Using these points in �D model coordinates�
and their associated label� it is possible to adapt the
initial rendering to re�ect the current state of occlu

sion in the scene�

The process begins by projecting each �D occluded
point onto the �D image plane of the rendered image�
Remember from Figure � that transformations be

tween coordinate systems are invertible� and therefore
the inverse of the transformation moving the model
faces into the range coordinate system can be used
to move range points into the model coordinates� We
assume that the occlusion in the scene is induced by
some object also lying on the ground plane� This as

sumption allows us to use a simple 	ll operation to
replace all pixels below the current occluded point� in
model coordinates� to the bottom of the initial ren

dered image of the model with the unique background
color� Due to the resolution of the range sensor� each
projected point covers a certain area on the model�
Thus the 	ll is actually a rectangle based on the esti

mated area covered by the given range point�

Figure �� Updated rendering for scene occlusion

Figure � shows the result of modifying the ren

dered model image to re�ect the current knowledge
about occlusion in the scene� It shows the system has
adapted the rendering to re�ect where occlusion by

the tree has been detected� From the new rendered
image� visible edges can be obtained for matching to
the color image�

��� Predicting Model Edges

Two types of model edges are predicted for match

ing to the color imagery� any edges lying on the oc

cluding contour �the model silhouette�� and any edges
likely to be visible due to illumination conditions in
the scene� Furthermore� since the rendered image will
be used to infer these edges� the set of edges used for
matching will be clipped to only the portion expected
to be visible and not occluded�

The edge selection process begins with analysis of
the visible set of faces that have been projected into
the range sensor and ray traced� That list is pruned
to remove any faces that do not have at least one ray
intersection point which was matched to a data point�
Each of the remaining visible faces are labeled as either
lying on the silhouette or illuminated� To be on the
silhouette� one of the pixels in the rendered image of
the model belonging to that face must have an eight

connected neighbor which is the unique background
color� To be illuminated� the face must be visible to
the main source of illumination� the sun�

For our models� each edge can only be shared by
two faces� Edges are discarded unless either one face
is illuminated and the other is not visible� or one face is
on the silhouette and the other is not visible� Once the
subset of edges meeting these two criteria is derived�
each edge is clipped to account for self
occlusion with
other parts of the same object� The clipping process
projects each edge likely to be matched into the image
plane� The line is then traversed from beginning to
end� and the portions of the edge for which the correct
face color is present in the image are retained� Because
orthographic rendering is used to generate the image�
the clipped endpoints can be related back to the �D
model endpoints� This allows the derivation of �D
model edges for matching to the �D color imagery�
Details of clipping have been presented elsewhere �����

Figure �� Set of clipped �D model edge segments



Figure � shows the set of edge segments derived
from the current coregistration estimate� Remember
that these segments are actually available in the �D
coordinates of the model� Also notice that initially
most of the segments to be matched lie on the front
portion of the model� In addition� the internal features
of the model have been clipped to the areas where
occlusion is most likely to not be present�

� Coregistration Matching
The matching algorithm uses a variant of tabu

search ����� the set of features predicted for matching�
and a match error to re	ne the initial coregistration
estimate� The search process� as outlined in Figure ��
is a simple generate and test algorithm� After the fea

tures are predicted� a neighborhood of moves about
the current point in coregistration space is de	ned�

This neighborhood is de	ned over the eight DOF
of the coregistration
space� These parameters are� a
rotation about the x axis� a rotation about the y axis�
a rotation about z� a translation in the z axis �depth��
two translations in x and y for the color coordinates
and two translations in x and y for the range coordi

nates� Line search is used to generate perturbations
of the current estimate from coarse
to
	ne sampling
in each dimension in order to reduce the algorithms
sensitivity to step sizes�

For each discrete perturbation� the match error is
evaluated� This match error� formally de	ned in �����
is summarized here� The match error� EM� is the
weighted sum of errors from each of the two sensors�

EM�F� � �MEM�c�F� � ��� �M�EM�r�F� ���

The argument� F � represents the coregistration of the
sensors relative to the model� F � ��� The er

ror terms for range and color data are EM�c�F� and
EM�r�F� respectively� Their relative importance is
controlled by the weight �M� For all experiments
�M � ����

The color error term is further broken down into a
	tness� Efit�c term and an omission� Eom�c� term� The
	tness term is the sum of the gradient under each of
the �D predicted model edges as they are projected
into the �D color image using the current perturba

tion� If the response for an edge is weak� as set by a
threshold� the line is said to be omitted and does not
contribute to the 	tness sum� Thus the 	tness term
is the average gradient response for only the strongly
matched edges� The omission is just the ratio of un

matched features to the total number predicted ����
The resulting error is�

EM�c�F� � �cEfit�c�F� � ��� �c�Eom�c�F� ���

for the color� with the weighting term� �c� determined
empirically to also be ����

The range error measures how well the sampled sur

face information 	ts the range data� can also be broken
down to�

EM�r�F� � �rEfit�r�F� ���

� ��� �r�max�Eom�r�F�� Eoc�r�F��

where the weighting term� �r� was also determined
empirically to be ���� The labeling scheme described
in Section ��� is used to 	nd the nearest constrained
neighbor to a given model point after being trans

formed by the current perturbation� The 	tness is
the average constrained Euclidean distance between
the model points and the nearest neighbor data points
that are labeled matched� The omission is the ratio
of points labeled omitted to those predicted but not
occluded�

The occlusion term is based on the ratio of un

matched points to those predicted and not omitted�

Eoc�r�F� �

��
�

� if r � ���
�r � �������� if ��� � r � ���
� if r � ���

���

where the r represents the ratio of occluded model
points to those predicted to be visible and not omitted�
Initial experiments showed the necessity of using the
occlusion term as it was not enough to simply remove
the features from the match that were believed to be
occluded� The matching system quickly discovered the
bene	t of moving vehicles completely behind a hillside�
thus occluding all of the features� in order to send the
error measure to zero�

As the error term for each discrete neighborhood is
examined� the best move� or position in coregistration
space with the lowest error� is retained� The best move
then replaces the current one� and the features are re

generated� The process continues until no moves are
considered better than the current one� At this point
the current position is returned as the best coregistra

tion for the initial estimate�

Figure �� Results for Shot �� Array �

Figure � shows the solution converged to after ��
iterations through the generate
and
test tabu search



process� As can be seen� the system was able to correct
for the rotation and translation errors present in the
initial coregistration estimate�

� Additional Examples

We have run the matching system just described
on �� images from the Fort Carson dataset� These
experiments are described in ����� On these �� cases�
the system correctly identi	es the vehicle present �out
of four possible vehicles� in roughly �� percent of the
cases� While the system performed adequately on oc

cluded targets� properly identifying about half� it often
did not correctly recover the true object pose�

The system enhanced with the occlusion reasoning
capability described above has been re
run on the im

agery containing occluded targets� In four out of the
six cases� the modi	ed system was able to correctly
recover the object pose with far more accuracy than
the previous system �� The two cases for which the
new system did not increase performance contained
approximately �� to �� percent occlusion� this is more
occlusion than we currently permit based upon the oc

clusion term de	ned equation ��

Figures � ��� and �� show the results of the oc

clusion reasoning system as applied to three of the
four successful images �the 	nal of the four was shown
in the previous section�� Each 	gure contains several
images� The top row of each 	gure shows the two
data images� The next row shows the initial estimates
provided to the system� and the 	nal row shows the
solution to which the system converged� The 	rst col

umn represents the color sensor� the second the range
sensor� and the third shows the model alone to get a
better feel for the orientation�

As can be seen� the imagery are of varying di�

culty� The most important information is contained
in the 	rst column of each 	gure� where the color lines
used for matching have been changed signi	cantly dur

ing the search process� These examples illustrate the
system successfully adapting the feature set used for
matching in response to occlusion cues from the range
data�

� Conclusions and Future Work

The current occlusion reasoning system performs
well for up to ��� occlusion� Given enough pixels
remain in view� we hope to extend performance to
higher levels of occlusion� We also hope to strengthen
the system�s ability to cope with the tendency of the

�While we�ve not quanti�ed this improvement� it is imme�
diately evident through visual inspection using our our on�line
�D visualization system

occluding contour to induce a strong edge that mis

leads matching� Either this edge could be suppressed
or introduced as a new feature to match�
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